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A LETTER FROM IRELAND

NEWS

A WARM IRISH WELCOME.
Welcome to the 1st Anniversary Issue of The Letter from Ireland Magazine!
by Mike Collins

(l to R) Mike, Bernie Hicks, Santa, Pam and Jayne at Patrickswell in County Limerick.

C

éad Míle Fáilte - and
you are very welcome to the
November/December issue
of The Letter from Ireland
Magazine - which also
happens to be our 1st
Anniversary issue!
Little did we think when we
dipped our toes into the
world of online publishing
that the Letter from Ireland
magazine would be
welcomed with such open
arms! Thank you so much for
your encouragement and
support over the last 12
months - and remember that

this publication is for Green
Room Members as well as your
friends and families - so do
feel free to share it far and
wide as you see fit.
In this issue, we have lots for
you to enjoy. We countdown to
an Irish Christmas - and then
roll up our sleeves and have a
look at Irish Land records for
your research.

We then head north to County
Cavan to celebrate the "Life of
Riley" before heading even
further north again to present
an Irish Homelands feature on
County Donegal.
We do hope you enjoy this
issue of the Letter from Ireland
Magazine. I know we enjoyed
putting it together for you!
Mike, Carina, Jayne and Pam.

Welcome to our 1st
Anniversary Issue!
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COUNTDOWN TO AN
IRISH CHRISTMAS
In some ways the feast of Christmas is similar around
the world, but traditions and customs vary from
location to location. In Ireland we treat our Christmas
very seriously - starting in early December and
finishing in early January.

A

s I get older, I realise that we have not just
"Christmas time" in Ireland, but a whole
Christmas "season". Last year, we talked about
some of the old traditions in Ireland at this time
of year - and Carina shared some of her
memories from her Grandparents farm in north
Cork. Let's take that theme a little further today.

Also, many of the "auld fellows" would be off the drink for
the month of November (a shorter time sacrifice than Lent)
and so many of the Christmas parties would start from this
time on.

I often get asked about Irish customs and
traditions - and I'm sure you have a few in your
own house. So, today I'd like us to take a
journey through some of the main Irish
traditions and customs here in County Cork.
See which ones you recognise and share!

IT ALL STARTS ON DECEMBER 8TH.
December 8th is the feast of the Immaculate
Conception and marks the official start of
Christmas in Ireland. It was the day when
many farming families came to the towns and
cities to spend their money in preparation for
Christmas. From this time on it's ok to put a
Christmas tree up in your house, or hear
Christmas songs on the radio!

The Christmas Tree Goes Up
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The few days before Christmas mark the first
of many homecomings. We'll be up at the
airport, welcoming our own son and daughter
back for Christmas. It is striking just how
many single young men and women come
through arrivals from the cities across the UK
and continental Europe. Emigration has a
hard time leaving Ireland - it is still with us
today.
We will be working on the Christmas dinner
menu for some time before Christmas
day. There'll be some smoked salmon on the
table for the morning and dinner will be a
roast Goose (traditional in Ireland), roast
potatoes, brussel sprouts - along with spiced
beef (a Cork tradition) and honey-glazed ham.
Plenty of food to last into the lazy days after
Christmas day.

The Christmas crib - Still a tradition in Ireland

INTO THE HEART OF CHRISTMAS.
Many people finish work on Christmas Eve or sometimes the day before. As it gets
darker that evening, we will light a Christmas
candle in the window and head off to visit
extended family. This is when the "smallies"
will open some of their gifts as they wait for
Santa to come with the "real" presents later
that night. This year, we might head off to
midnight mass and sleep in a little later on
Christmas morning.

Roast Goose for Christmas Dinner

Christmas day feels like the stillest time of the
year. It has a feel to it that we closely guard
and preserve. It's a time for family, sharing
around a table - telling a few stories and
reminiscing. A few years back, it would be
unusual to see cars on the road - except for
visiting close relatives. The shops were all
closed and there was a silence across the
country. This has changed somewhat, but
many Irish families try to preserve the
preciousness of this most special day of the
year.
The next day is known as Saint Stephen's day
here in Ireland and it's a day of sport!

A Day of Sport on Stephen's Day
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The Wren Boys (pronounced Ran Boys) are
out and about visiting the houses. There is
road bowling here locally in the morning as
well as a hunt or two across the fields. We
often have packs of Beagle dogs running
across the land. In the afternoon there are
many other sports fixtures.
Although Christmas goes on until January 6th
here in Ireland (sometimes known as
women's little Christmas), people are usually
back to work by that point and getting stuck
in to a brand new year. This is the day when
the decorations, lights and trees come down and the house seems strangely bare.
However, there is a little more light in the
evening sky and our attentions turns to
springtime and the land waking up again. But
Christmas is still precious - and I do hope that
many of the Irish Christmas customs and
traditions live for many years to come.

Goodbye to the tree for another year

Do you have any Irish Christmas traditions in
your house?
We wish you and your family a very Happy
and peaceful Christmas.
Nollaig Shona Duit!

If we have snow, 'twill be after Christmas

Nollaig
Shona
Duit!
Go to the Irish Language and Culture
section of The Green Room here:
BIT.LY/IRISHLANGUAGE

Spring is just around the corner!
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USING THE IRISH
LAND RECORDS

A LETTER FROM IRELAND FEATURE

by Mike Collins

Have You Used the various
Irish Land Records for Your
Irish Family History Research?

IRISH LAND RECORDS - WHERE DO YOU START?
Irish land records typically refer to records kept of
the size and value of a piece of land in Ireland. These
records typically noted the name of the head of a
family as the tenant/owner of a piece of land and
were typically recorded on a townland/Civil Parish
Basis.
There are two major land records available in Ireland
used for family history research:
The Tithe Applotments of the 1820s and 1830s.
Griffith’s Valuation of the 1850s and 1860s.

"A full Civil system of
registration of Births, Marriages
and Deaths became mandatory
across Ireland by 1864."

However, successfully navigating these land records
requires that you have a rudimentary knowledge of
Irish Geography and land divisions (Townlands,
Parishes, Counties etc.) - so let's have a look at Irish
land divisions before we look further at these two
types of land records.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT IRISH LAND
DIVISIONS.
I know from talking to so many of our members
how confusing the topic of “land divisions in
Ireland” can be – especially when searching for a
long-lost ancestor through hard-to-read records
(which sometimes are in Latin, sometimes in
Irish!).
I mean, for example, what is a “Townland”
anyway? It sounds like a name for the lands that
surround a town! But, of course, it’s not that
straightforward.
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SO, WHAT IS ESSENTIAL FOR YOU TO KNOW?
Well, let’s make things a little easier with two main
points:
POINT 1: When your Irish ancestor was asked
where in Ireland they came from or lived – they
probably replied with:
The name of a townland and county if they lived in
the open countryside – possible name-checking a
nearby village or town OR
The name of a village/town and county if they
lived in a small urban area OR
The name of a street, city area and city if they
lived in a large urban area.
They may have mentioned a parish from time to
time.
They would rarely have mentioned a province,
barony, cantred, Electoral division, poor law union
etc.
However, many of those unmentioned types of
divisions WERE used by various administrations
through the centuries in Ireland – and do feature in
how the records you will be researching were
collected and organised.

Instead of giving you an exhaustive list of all types of
land divisions, their history and use (our lives are
short enough as it is) – let’s instead go through the
relevant land division types you need to know
about based on the Irish land record set you are
examining. That should save us some time!
So, let’s go back to the Tithe Applotments and
Griffiths Valuations - look at them a little more – and
have a look at the land divisions referred to in each
record set.

TITHE APPLOTMENT BOOKS.
These books recorded a land-based tax that was
levied on all land-holders (tenants and owners) on
behalf of the Church of Ireland. They started in 1823
and were halted in 1838. They don’t cover all the
tenants owners across Ireland – urban dwellers are
excluded and many townlands in Ulster are
excluded from the transcriptions – including the fact
that many entries have been mis-transcribed.
However, you may find neighbouring dwellers listed
in one of your ancestral townlands – who, in turn,
may also be a sponsor or witness in a church record
you already possess.
You can search and browse the Tithe Applotments
here: titheapplotmentbooks.nationalarchives.ie

POINT 2: The land division you need to know
about depends on which Irish record set you are
examining.
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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The Tithe Applotments of the 1820s/1830s.

GRIFFITH’S PRIMARY VALUATION OF IRELAND.

The top of this page shows a sample of a results
page from a search of the Tithe Applotments.

Griffith’s Valuation was a property tax survey that
was carried out between 1847 and 1864 under
the supervision of Sir Richard Griffith – hence the
name. The survey gave a detailed valuation of all
Irish agricultural land and buildings in both rural
and urban areas and was published on a countyby-county basis.

Here are the land divisions that you will see named
on this type of record (from largest to smallest):
County - Ireland is divided into 32 counties.
Civil Parish - A Civil Parish is an administrative
sub-division within a county (this is distinct from
a Roman Catholic parish).
Townland/Street: A townland is the snallest
administrative parcel of land. They range in size
from under an acre to over 7,000 acres - but both
of these are extremes. The average size for a
townland is about 300 acres. Townland of
residence, village name or street of residence is
noted in the Tithe Applotments. However, this
was an agricultural tithe and so excluded many
large town and city dwellers.

"These books recorded a
land-based tax that was
levied on all land-holders
(tenants and owners) on
behalf of the Church of
Ireland. They started in 1823
and were halted in 1838."

It is also useful that the survey was carried out
following the first comprehensive mapping of the
island by the Ordnance Survey in the 1830s. As a
result, most of the listings in the survey can be
correlated with associated maps.
The head of the family that occupied a property
was listed in the valuation.
The original volumes of the survey are kept in
the National Archives in Dublin, and Public
Record Office, Belfast. However, you can search
and browse Griffith’s Valuation for free using the
following link: www.askaboutireland.ie/griffithvaluation/
Overleaf you will find a sample of a page from a
search of the Griffith Primary Valuation of
Tenements (Griffith’s Valuation).
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Here are the land divisions that you will see named
on this type of record (from largest to smallest):
County - Ireland is divided into 32 counties.
Civil Parish - A Civil Parish is an administrative
sub-division within a county (this is distinct from
a Roman Catholic parish).
Townland/Street: A townland is the snallest
administrative parcel of land. They range in size
from under an acre to over 7,000 acres - but both
of these are extremes. The average size for a
townland is about 300 acres. Townland of
residence, village name or street of residence is
noted in the Tithe Applotments. However, this
was an agricultural tithe and so excluded many
large town and city dwellers.
Barony and Poor Law Union were also used but
not really relevant in your search.

"You can also see the names
of neighbours and, often,
other family members who
lived adjacent in the same
or neighbouring townlands".

In the example shown above, we can see that a
Timothy Driscoll held land in the townland of
Breaghna which was in the Civil Parish of
Desertserges which was inside County Cork (visible
in the larger record)
A cross reference is given to a map. Most
importantly, you can also see the names of
neighbours and, often, other family members who
lived adjacent in the same or neighbouring
townlands.

IN CONCLUSION.
The Tiithe applotments and the Griffith Valuations
offer a very useful insight into mid 1800s Ireland both pre and post famine. I recommend that you
attempt to find your Irish ancestors in both. For
further guidance and questions, please refer to the
link in the Green Room shown below.

See more in the Green Room Research Wheel
here: BIT.LY/RESEARCHWHEEL
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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MEET YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS!
Two Pages of Member Meetups, Hooleys and "Drop-ins" from around the World!
1

2

3

8

9

7

4

6

5

1. Joanne and Paul in Cork. 2. Bernie Hicks & Carina in Limerick. 3. Jim Purcell and family meet Ken
Duckett in London. 4. Jack Kelly, Carol, Gayle and Glen meetup in Portland, Oregon. 5. Nancy Ní Costello in
Galway. 6.Carina out and about in county Cavan. 7. Ken Duckett and Val catch up at Rootstech in London.
8. Jim Purcell and Jack Kelly meetup in Portland, Oregon. 9. Dave, Rob, Patricia and Linda get together in
Boise, October 2019.
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1

6

4

5

2

3

1. Judy Francesconi, Judy Sylvia, Kathleen, Anne, Carolyn, Cate, Pam Holland- our US based
genealogist, Joanne, Bart and Cathy at Tiara Banquet November 2019. 2. Cheers from Beth, Joy, Lori
and Sharon as Buckeyes meetup in Ohio. 3. Mike, Carina & Jayne on a trip to Monasterboice. 4. Jayne
& Carina - Monasterboice Round tower in the background. 5. Mike & Carina visit Reginald's Tower in
Waterford. 6.Face to face with a Viking warrior in Waterford.

Click to See More Pictures in the Green Room
Forum here: BIT.LY/GRGALLERY
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THE LIFE OF RILEY IN COUNTY CAVAN
by Carina Collins

Have you ever travelled to County
Cavan? It's a little off the tourist trail
in Ireland - but is a fascinating place
to visit, especially if you have an
O'Reilly in your family tree!
Mike and I were headed off to visit a county we
rarely get to spend time in. The county we were
setting our sights on this time was County Cavan,
up there close to Fermanagh, Monaghan, and
Leitrim up North - where we've heard that there is
a lake for every day of the year!

The Lakelands of County Cavan

PERCY FRENCH.
Now, one man forever connected with County
Cavan is Percy French. You may not know Percy,
but his songs are going to strike a chord, I'm sure.
You've all heard of the Mountains of Mourne,
maybe Phil the Fluter's Ball and, of course, the
famous song called, Come Back Paddy Reilly to
Ballyjamesduff.
Percy French had touched on three very important
aspects of Cavan life at the turn of the late 19th
and early 20th century, when he first composed
the song. First up, he mentions the wonderful
towns and villages in Cavan. Finea, Cootehill,
Ballyjamesduff and more. Secondly, he soulfully
calls the emigrant, Paddy Reilly, who leaves Cavan
for Scotland to find work, to turn back and return
home to Ireland. And thirdly, of course, he
mentions Reilly. A surname that links back to the
old chieftains of Cavan or East Breifne, as it was
once known.

Mike Meets with Percy French

Ask The Genealogist Your Questions in the
The McManus's of County Cavan!
Green Room Forum here: BIT.LY/ASKJAYNE
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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So, the song, Come Back Paddy Reilly to
Ballyjamesduff, recounted the story of our
ancestors in a very compelling way.

THE PLANTATION TOWNS OF CAVAN.
Cootehill was a great a place to start our
exploration of County Cavan, and then we were off
to see some more towns when a town with an
interesting name of Virginia caught our eye. And,
once again, there was the wide main street with
very well appointed houses on each side looking
similar to the layout of Cootehill.

Before we Enter Bailieborough

This was the area held by the O'Reilly clan in the
Kingdom of Breifne and, in turn, around about the
1100's, the de Lacy Norman Lords would have
incurred on the area because of its better land.
Over time, they became friends, inter-marrying and
so on, with the actual O'Reilly's and various
families like the Fitzsimmons settling here.
Around about the mid to late 1500's, we have the
Plantation of Ulster. At that point in time, you have
areas like this coming under close scrutiny from
England and various rich landlords in England
undertook to plant these particular areas with their
own carpenters, blacksmiths, farmers and so on.
Virginia is an example of that as is Bailieborough,
Ballyjamesduff and Kingscourt.

A Coote of Cootehill

These towns are all laid out the similar way - a
wide street, merchant houses either side and room
for a fair in the middle of the town.
This particular area boomed commercially because
of the linen industry in the 1700's up to about the
time of mechanization in the early 1800’s.
In the east of County Cavan we have family
surnames like O'Reilly, of course, Fitzsimmons,
Brady, McManus and McGowan/ Smitht. Also, a lot
of names came into the area from England and
Scotland from the 1500's.

Ask The Genealogist Your
Questions The
in the
Green Room
ForumCavan
here:
O'Reillys
of County
BIT.LY/ASKPAMHOLLAND
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"These towns are all laid out the
similar way - a wide street,
merchant houses either side and
room for a fair in the middle of
the town"
So, if you have an O’Reilly, Fitzsimmons, McManus
or Brady, McGowan, or Smith in your family tree take time one day to visit this lovely county where
you'll see these surnames in abundance and meet
welcoming and friendly people along the way. The
Cavan people, we felt, couldn't have made us feel
more comfortable and we were really enjoying
exploring this less well known county.

The Bradys of County Cavan!

CAVAN TOWN.
When we arrived in Cavan Town, you knew you
were in the capital town of that county. It had an
air of importance and bustle. I found myself
walking along an avenue lined with impressive
Georgian houses, though maybe, that had seen
better times.
To discover more about Cavan, we walked right
across the road to Cavan Library and spoke with
the resident genealogist there, who's called
Concepta McGovern. We were interested in the
history of the O'Reilly clan, and she pointed us to
our next port of call - Shantemon Hill.

Meeting a Cavan Genealogist

THE INAUGURATION SITE OF THE O'REILLYS.
We headed for “Finn McCools Five Fingers” at the
top of the hill - the actual chief inauguration site
for the O'Reilly's, lords and the kings of East
Breifne. From the 1100's onwards the O'Reilly's
were actually lords of East Breifne, which today is
known as County Cavan. So, they would come up
here at a time when the actual lordship or the
kingship passed from one person to the next.

Ask The Genealogist Your
Questions in the Green Room Forum here:
Finn McCumhail's Five Fingers
BIT.LY/ASKPAMHOLLAND
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The O'Reilly Castle on Lake Oughter
LOUGH OUGHTER CASTLE.
Next, we headed off to another beautiful part of
the county, this time to a magical lake with a castle
sitting on an island right in the center of the
wonderful tranquil Lough Oughter. Going back
maybe to the 600's or 700's, this would have been
what was called a Cranóg - a wooden stick and
mud building in the middle of the lake - sited there
for security. With the coming of the Normans
around about the late 1100's, they built one of
their castles here - the remains of which you can
see in the photo above. We had travelled down
many little country roads to get here, but it was
worth it - what do you think?
So, Mike and I were delighted with our trip around
County Cavan, and we're certain that we will be
back to this lovely county as there is so much more
to explore here on the Irish ancestral trails. Until
then, Slán go fóil to all in Cavan, and the lovely
helpful people of Cavan County who reminded us
of our ancestors and helped us to discover more
about their lives and times.

The Cavan Colours Flying Proudly!

"We're certain that we will be
back to this lovely county as
there is so much more to explore
here on the Irish ancestral trails."

See Our Irish Homelands Features in the Green
Room here: BIT.LY/GRHOMELANDS
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Are You Using ALL the Benefits of your Green Room
Membership?

Video training on Irish Research tools and DNA testing
Irish-based and US-based Genealogists for pointers and help with your
"brick walls".
BONUS free annual membership of JohnGrenham.com - Ireland's
foremost Genealogy record site.
Join us as we travel to a member's Irish Homeland each month and
uncover stories, pictures and surprises along the way.
Connect with over 3,050 other Green Room members who share your
passion, Irish surnames and heritage.

Not a Green Room member yet? If a friend shared this magazine
with you then now's a great time to join us!
Click here to get your own subscription.
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ASK THE
GENEALOGIST
by Jayne McGarvey

Jayne McGarvey is our Irish-based Genealogist in The
Green Room. Each week she answers dozens of
member queries - here is just one recent conversation!

QUESTION:
I have a question about the middle name
and whether it might be connected with
the conventional Irish naming practices.
Is there such a thing or was this
something that occurred after the
naming practice went away? When my
Dominick Conlon and Catherine Harden
arrived in the US, I didn't see naming
convention followed for their children. I
do see the middle name "Francis" used in
subsequent generations, and not sure if
that means anything, guessing it held
some importance to the family. Any
thoughts? John Wilson.
JAYNE:
There is no "convention" or "naming tradition"
associated with middle forenames as such. However,
many middle forenames do have their own minipatterns such as:
Mother's maiden name
More distant family surname (sometimes
connected by marriage)
Grandparent's name or
In-law of parents
A saint's name
In honour of a family member who has recently
passed

Second forenames started to become more popular
in the later half of the 1800s - sometimes to help
distinguish between all the repeated first forenames
(except that a few too many branches of each family
seemed to end up duplicating these as well).
Even where a family does not exactly follow the
traditional pattern - the repeat of names, especially
if you are lucky to get a fairly low frequency name
appearing in several branches of the family, can
provide tenuous clues along with the occasional
"red herring".
With a name like Francis (also a Saint's name) it is
difficult to guess whether it could be the Saint or a
family member called Francis. Francis can also be a
surname (Norman origin) in Ireland. It's a fairly low
frequency surname mostly appearing in Counties
Down, Clare, Galway and Wexford, but is dotted in
smaller numbers in other Counties as well.
Hope this helps!
Jayne.

Ask The Genealogist Your Questions in the
Green Room Forum here: BIT.LY/ASKJAYNE
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PSST! ... HAVE YOU HEARD THE
"SPOKEN LETTER FROM IRELAND"?
The Letter from Ireland Show is a Podcast that goes out from our
cottage in Ireland - covering Irish stories, myths, family history,
surnames and much more! Here are just some of our member favourites
so far:

THE IRISH SCOTS – A TRIP TO GLASGOW IN SCOTLAND
Episode 503

THE LIFE OF RILEY – A TRIP THROUGH COUNTY CAVAN
Episode 502

3 SIGNS YOU ARE MAKING PROGRESS AS AN IRISH FAMILY
HISTORY RESEARCHER
Episode 409

IRISH ANCESTRY – INTERVIEW WITH AN AMERICAN
GENEALOGIST ON TRACING YOUR IRISH ANCESTORS
Episode 406

OUR EXPERIENCES WITH IRISH ANCESTRY DNA
Episode 209

MEET JOHN GRENHAM - A CHAT ABOUT IRISH ANCESTRY RECORDS
Episode 207

And Many More.... Produced by Carina Collins.

See All Available Episodes of the
Letter from Ireland Show here:
BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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IRISH HOMELANDS COUNTY DONEGAL
This month, we are off to
the Inishowen Peninsula in
the north-east of County
Donegal! This is the
peninsula that contains
the most northerly point
on the island of Ireland Malin Head.

T

Moville, County Donegal.

his part of Ireland – the northwest of the Island,
was probably the most Irish Gaelic part of Ireland
for many hundreds of years. They were the lands
of Tir Eoghhain (land of Owen) and Tir Connell
(land of Conal). The ruling clans and families of
the area, the O’Donnells, O’Neills, O’Dohertys and
O’Cahans maintained an independent set of
kingdoms in the area up until the early part of the
17th century.

A TIMELINE FOR THE AREA.
The following timeline gives an idea of what
happened next – and we will concentrate on the
area around the Inishowen Peninsula down into
Derry City:
About 450AD – 1600AD: The northwest of the
island is ruled by the families of the Gaelic
Northern Uí Néill tribe. The Kingdom of Aileach
is established, with it’s main seat at the neck of
the Inishowen Peninsula – the Grianan of
Aileach until 1100AD.
In the 9th century: The Vikings raided the coast
of the northwest. The Irish of the area fought
them back and cleared the land of Vikings
compared to the rest of the island.
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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1200s- 1300s: Normans establish themselves in parts of
Ulster. Their appearance prompts the Irish chieftains of
the area to invite Galloglass from Scotland and the Isles
to help them defeat this new enemy. Many of these
Galloglass, like the McSweenys and McCabes, establish
themselves permanently in Ireland.
1607AD: The flight of the Earls. Following the Battle of
Kinsale, the chiefs of the O’Donnells and O’Neills and
their supporters leave Ireland to rebuild their armies.
They never return. Their Ulster lands are considered
forfeited by the English crown.
From 1609AD: The Plantation of Ulster really begins – a
venture to “pacify” and “civilise” this most Gaelic part of
Ireland. English and Scottish protestant settlers begin to
arrive through the port of Derry to settle around east
Donegal and Derry and east Tyrone.
From about 1717 to 1775AD: A mixture of the
introduction of Penal laws, export limits, rack-renting,
drought and localised famine provokes almost 250,000
original “planters” to leave Ulster for the colonies of
north America. These people had spent generations in
Ireland and mostly saw themselves as Irish on arrival in
the American colonies.
1845 – 1852AD: The Irish Great Famine affected much of
the island of Ireland to a horrendous extent. However,
the province of Ulster was somewhat less affected –
mostly due to a different practice of tenant rights.
1923: The island of Ireland is partitioned into the “Irish
Free State” (now the Republic of Ireland) and Northern
Ireland. A political border is placed between the city of
Derry/Londonderry and its hinterland on the Inishowen
peninsula.
1969 – 1997: “The Troubles” were a period of violence
and unrest between bodies of Irish Nationalists and
Unionists in particular parts of Northern Ireland. The city
of Derry/Londonderry felt the effect of these Troubles
more that many parts of the six counties.
1997: The majority of paramilitaries declare a ceasefire.
Over the next decade, much of the apparatus of highsecurity is dismantled across Northern Ireland and the
border areas. Nowadays it is possible to drive across the
border from Donegal on the Inishowen peninsula and
into Derry without any sign that a sovereign border has
been crossed - long may it last!
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So, you can see that this part of Ireland has been a
melting pot (as well as political hotspot) for many
centuries.

OUR JOURNEY BEGINS.
We decided to head for the “Grianán of Aileach” as
our first stop on the journey. This is the fort that
marked the ancient seat of the Uí Néill tribe in this
part of Ireland and would be our kickoff point. The
plan then was to go around the Inishowen Peninsula
in an anti-clockwise direction – onto Malin Head and
then down the east coast of the peninsula into the
City of Derry.
We hit the Grianán on a windy and wet day – but the
rain stopped and the clouds cleared momentarily to
reveal a view across Donegal, Derry and Tyrone from
this wild spot.
It must have been considered a sacred and
important location for many thousands of years –
and offered a symbolic vantage point that was fought
over for centuries. It seemed like a suitable starting
point for this journey through many cultures,
landscapes and history.
When you travel in this part of the world, there is one
surname that keeps cropping up – O’Doherty. The
O’Doherty’s were the lords of Inishowen for many
centuries and overruled many other significant local
families like the McLaughlins, O’Cahans and the
McCauleys.
The sun was shining now as we headed north from
Buncrana and into the wilder western part of the
peninsula. As you head into the back roads, there are
marvellous views of sea, sky and mountain – as well
as unusual road signs, like this one steering us
towards a local wake near Doagh. (on previous page)
One of the places we wanted to visit was the “Doagh
famine village”. It was built by an O’Doherty family
(who else) around their original homestead. It really
showcases the types of cabins and houses in this
area right through the 19th century. The rest of the
exhibits at the village gave us a taste of just what life
Read more on this feature in the Green Room
was like in this part of rural Ireland up until quite
here: BIT.LY/CORKNOVASCOTIA
recently.
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It’s illustrations like this one on the right that make
you realise how much the Irish potato famine was a
disaster waiting to happen. From the mid 1600s all
the way through the early 1800s, much of the native
Irish population was driven on the poorer land to
west of the island. Over 85% of the land on the
Inishowen peninsula was under potato crop by 1845.
At least 30% of that crop was lost in 1845, the first
year of the famine.
One of the knock on effects, was the inability to pay
rent. Many landlords took the opportunity to force
evictions and knock houses for land clearances into
the 1850s. In the Dooagh Famine village on the
Inishowen peninsula, we got a glimpse at the
hardships that must have been suffered down
through the recent centuries.
As we cross over the top of the peninsula and down
to the eastern shore, we come into more sheltered
and arable land. This shore of lough Foyle was like a
roadway over the centuries – with boats going back
and forward between the coastal towns of the
peninsula and the City of Derry.
The area all the way from Greencastle at the top of
the peninsula south into the City of Derry was lived
in by many families. Many of these people would
have traveled to the City of Derry for trade and work
over the years. Some would have traveled to
Scotland for the potato harvest on an annual basis,
as this was an easy point of departure.
From 1861, Moville was the furthest that larger
steam liners could come up the Foyle estuary – so it
was the cast-off point for many Irish emigrants from
the north-west from that time.
It is estimated that the journey of 9 million of
Ireland’s Diaspora began through either Moville or
the port of Derry.
Maybe one of your ancestors left from there?
This trip around just one beautiful part of County
Donegal left us wanting to return - and soon!

Read more on this feature in the Green Room
here: BIT.LY/HOMELANDSDONEGAL
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A LETTER FROM IRELAND FEATURE

BILL OF IRISH ANCESTRY RIGHTS
Our Bill of Irish Ancestry Rights -in place since 2015 - Which Is the most Important to
You?

AS A PERSON OF IRISH DESCENT I HAVE
THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS:

1. TO KNOW WHICH OF THE SURNAMES IN MY FAMILY
TREE ARE IRISH.
2. TO KNOW WHAT EACH OF MY IRISH SURNAMES
MEAN AND THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN IN IRELAND.
3. TO KNOW THE SPECIFIC DETAILS OF THE IRISH
ANCESTORS IN MY FAMILY TREE AND KNOW WHERE
IN IRELAND EACH INDIVIDUAL CAME FROM.
4. TO KNOW WHAT LIFE WAS LIKE FOR MY IRISH
ANCESTORS.
5. TO SEE THE PLACES OF MY IRISH ANCESTORS
AND TO WALK THEIR LAND AND HOMESTEADS.
6. TO CONNECT WITH MY LIVING IRISH RELATIVES.

Which is The Most Important
to you?
Click
Styled Link
Box to
More in the Green
here to have
your
say:
Room to go here
BIT.LY/BILLOFANCESTRYRIGHTS
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A LETTER FROM IRELAND REGULAR

CARINA'S
IRISH CORNER
by Carina Collins

Failte! Looking back candles played a part in my childhood
Christmases. Of course we had Father Christmas ("Daidí Na
Nollag" - pronounced "dad-ee nah nul-ug") but the countdown
to Christmas was anticipated by the lighting of candles. First
up was Advent.
You are familiar no doubt with the Advent Calendar
(Féilire Aidhbinte" - pronounced "Fail-er-ah add-vinteh") but we had the Advent Wreath. We made the
wreath at the end of November and placed 4
candles in a circle nestled in the holly. Each Sunday
in December a new candle was lit till all 4 were
lighting on Christmas week and the 5th candle, a
central white candle was lit on Christmas Day.
On Christmas Eve (Oíche Nollag" pronounced "EehHah Nul-ug"), my father gathered us children to light
The Christmas Candle. This was a family ritual. My
father lit the candle, said a short prayer and then we
were all sprinkled with Holy water. It marked a time
of peace in our busy household as we had a local
shop that closed its doors for one day of the year
only. Christmas Day!
Yes! Christmas Day ("Lá Nollag - pronounced "Law
Nulug") had arrived finally. I remember my
Grandparents had an old fashioned, homemade

Christmas Candle. A large red candle was placed
in a tin can filled with sand. The candle was
wound with tinsel and holly and the can was
covered with colourful paper. It was placed in the
deep windowsill of their north Cork farmhouse
and shone as a beacon of welcome. Magical to us
children on those dark nights.
With "Happy Christmas to ye" ("Nollaig faoi
Mhaise daoibh" - pronounced "Nul-ug fwee vosha deeve") ringing in our ears we headed home
after the Christmas celebrations.
And then it is the New Year ("Blian Nua" pronounced "Bleen Nooa") and a fresh beginning.
Everything seems stripped bare when the
colourful decorations are taken down. So in my
own home I light some new scented candles to
cheer up the dark winter nights.
As we light our candles over Christmas we would
like to wish all our Green Room members Happy
Christmas - "Nollaig faoi Mhaise daoibh" and a
Happy New Year - "Blian Nua faoi mhaise
dhaoibh"!

Nollaig faoi Mhaise
daoibh!
Go to the Irish Language and Culture
section of The Green Room here:
BIT.LY/IRISHLANGUAGE
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A LETTER FROM IRELAND

LETTER

SIMON'S SNUG
by Simon O'Flynn

Come in to "Simon's Snug" - Simon O'Flynn
that is - our resident Cork butcher - as he
shares a story or two from an Ireland of
long ago (and sometimes not so long ago!).

O

ne of Cork’s special places lies between Crubeen (Pig’s
Trotter) Bridge and Wellington Bridge. This is an area just
west of the city. This place is known to generations of
Corkonian as the ’’Lee Fields’’. The fields are part of an
ancient level flood plain. The River Lee flows through the
fields and a pedestrian walkway meanders by the river.
Should you care to meet us... this is the place.
On the edge of the ‘’Fields’’ there is a two and half mile
stretch of straight roadway named The Carrigrohane
Straight (known locally as the ‘’The Straight Road’’). In the
1920s and 1930s motor enthusiasts came from all over
Europe to race on this level track.
A railway line ran by the roadside. This was the passenger
and goods service to Blarney and villages west of the city.
The train was renowned for its lack of speed and pulling
power. It was said that the train was so slow that
passengers had time to pick black berries as they passed
the bushes. This line was discontinued in 1934.

The Blarney Train hit the headlines on the Cork
Examiner in September 1926. The newspaper
reported that the train was involved in a crash
on the Straight Road by the Lee Fields. The story
continued to tell of a collision between the train
and a Cork Co .Council steam roller. At the time
the incident was described as an accident.
However, to this very day we Corkonians have
our suspicions.
It's said, and still believed locally, that the steam
roller driver and the train driver had a ‘’ slagging
match’’. The dispute ended in a challenge to race
each other to find out which vehicle was the
faster. It’s perfectly understandable that this
challenge could not be ignored; after all they
were on a race track. The results, as can be see,
was a sort of ‘’ photo finish’’
Next time in Cork, come and join us at this place,
best described by words from our Cork
Anthem...........
‘where we sported and play’d
‘neath each green leafy shade
on the banks of my own lovely Lee.
Cheers, Simon.

Meet Simon and others in the Green
Room Snug here: BIT.LY/THESNUG
Photo of the incident showed two vehicles
intertwined in total wreckage; nobody was injured.
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Next issue
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2020

THE IRISH IN
TASMANIA

AVAILABLE
EARLY
JANUARY
2020

A Convict Past

COUNTY
WICKLOW
An Irish Homelands
Feature

AN IRISH
GRAVEYARD
A Guided Tour

TESTING YOUR
IRISH DNA
Is it time to test yours?
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LIKE SOME MORE IRISH?
HERE ARE THE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
CONNECT WITH US:
LOGIN TO THE GREEN ROOM (OR JOIN US): BIT.LY/GRLOGIN
GET YOUR FREE LETTER FROM IRELAND: BIT.LY/ALFILETTER

LISTEN TO OUR PODCASTS: BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
LEARN FROM OUR FREE ARTICLES: BIT.LY/ALFIBLOG

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK: BIT.LY/ALFIFB

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: BIT.LY/ALFIINST
SEE OUR VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE: BIT.LY/ALFIYOUTUBE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: BIT.LY/ALFITWITTER

FOLLOW US ON PINTEREST: BIT.LY/ALFIPINT

